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Process professionals face big challenges not only when adopting the Process approach but also maintaining it once it’s in place. Sometimes it may seem that the Business Process Office and process professionals will always have to focus on improving it. But what is missing? Why do companies fall on the Process Management Gap year after year? There are many answers to this question, but here is one: we didn’t change the mindset of workers, because people and culture are the most difficult things to deal with.

By analyzing last year’s state of the Industry reports and surveys world-wide, you can see that only a very small portion of the initiatives include actions that deal with People and Culture. However, it is not enough to create Process Management “Structure” roles involving, flowcharts, process performance metrics, governance, etc., You need to deal with the individuals performing in the system.

This is the first of a series of articles that will detail a new concept—that of the Super User role, a process and knowledge specialist located in each department who works as the liaison between the BPM structure and people who work in it. We will start by defining this role, the responsibilities and requirements of a Super User. Future articles, we will present a case study of a company in which this role has been established and its impact on the various departments.

A Super user is not a Key User
It is not a Process Owner either.

“A Super User is a person from the department who has an in-depth understanding of internal processes and is responsible for knowledge management inside the department.”

A Key User, or Power User, is someone who is familiar with the system and has been assigned to oversees a specific IT project. This person fulfills the project requirements, and then resumes his/her position. The Super User is a permanent role in the organization and also oversees continuous improvement and the knowledge management of the department. But the Super-user is not a Process Owner but has in-depth knowledge of the entire process, most particularly of the part his department is responsible for. Further, he knows his own team, and its needs and can lead his colleagues through change.

“The mission of the Super User is to put processes in service of the team” Unfortunately, so many people see processes as flowcharts and procedures, or as extra work that needs to be performed to satisfy some project or the Process Office. In reality, the process is everyday work that should bring value to the business to each employee. Future articles will also make clear that this role complements that of the Process Owner and the Business Process Office.
Super User responsibilities
The main responsibilities of a Super User include process improvement and cooperating with other super users, the process owners and the Business Process Office. This includes identifying improvement opportunities and change management within the team. Second, the Super User creates and maintains internal documentation as support material for on-the-job training. The key here is to have all internal documentation structured on a process view, so that people develop process thinking. Since the Super User is involved both in changes to the process and in training and documentation development, it is natural that he/she deals with all the knowledge management within his/her team.

Requirements for a good Super User
Having a Super User that really fulfils his/her mission is not so simple, because there are many important characteristics that this person must possess.

- Thorough knowledge of the team’s daily routines to provide input to the process owner and to support the team. Additionally, to create good knowledge management, he/she needs to know what information the team needs, when it needs it, in which format and when it should be updated.
- Self-motivation: the Super User should enjoy finding solutions, understanding the reason behind each activity, analyzing and sharing information. This encourages colleagues to seek solutions to problems, creating an atmosphere of continuous improvement in the department.
- Interpersonal skills, including well-honed communication skills. The Super User coaches each person on the team and adapts the message to each individual.
- There is little use for a Super User who knows the system but does not deal well with people, or one who finds solutions but does not listen to other ideas or share enthusiastically his/her discoveries with the team.
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